behavior modification
protocols

One of a series of ASPCA® Behavior Modification
Protocols developed by Emily Weiss, Ph.D., CAAB and
Heather Mohan-Gibbons, MS, RVT, CPDT, ACAAB

working with touch-sensitive dogs
The goal is to decrease reactivity to touch.

program instructions:
1. Identify where the dog is touch-sensitive by reviewing the SAFER™ assessment and notes along with
any other available information (relinquishment survey, vet exam, notes from kennel staff and volunteers).
2. Define your goals. Is your goal for the dog to be completely non-reactive, even to a strong tail pull? Is it for
the dog to remain relaxed and open-mouthed even when he is restrained for a vet hold? Write down your
goal behavior; then note where the dog is now with regard to the goal behavior. Plot the distance between
the starting place and the goal, and then break that distance down into easy-to-achieve steps. Start at step
one and use the behavior log to keep track of progress.
3. Identify what the dog finds motivating. Let the dog tell you how he wants to be “paid” for learning new
behavior. Have a variety of rewards on hand: liver treats, hot dogs, cheese, tennis balls. Track what
the dog prefers on the Behavior Log. Reward with higher value treats when the dog gives a particularly
relaxed response and as you get closer to the touch sensitive area. Otherwise, vary the treats so the dog
never knows what’s coming.
4. Introduce the dog to a conditioned reinforcer such as a clicker or the word “yes.” Refer to Clicker Training
protocol included in this chapter (page 52).
5. Begin by touching the dog in a place where you know he is not sensitive. You want to start far away
from the sensitive area and move closer over time (multiple sessions) while he stays non-reactive.
For example, if the dog head flipped when you touched his flank area during the Sensitivity item, begin
training by first touching his shoulder. This way you’ll be setting him up for success — a light touch on the
shoulder should bring about a non-reactive response, and you will
click and treat that response. The sequence is this: You touch, dog
stays relaxed, click, and then treat. Repeat often. Go slowly and
work at each level (refer to your goal and easy-to achieve steps)
with the dog relaxed. You know you have moved too quickly if the
dog changes from relaxed to stiff behavior. If that happens, do not
correct the dog; instead view it as feedback that he is not ready for
you to go that quickly. Make note of where it was that you touched
him when he became stiffer, go back one step, and continue the
session. End each session on a positive note.
6. Progress at a slow place, paying attention to feedback given
to you by the dog, towards the goal behavior. You may choose
to vary the speed, pressure or location of the touch depending
on your goal. If you choose to vary the touch, ensure that each
variance is tried independently. Do not try to train them all at once.
It may take weeks before the dog meets the goal behavior.
Be patient and remember to take it slow.
when the dog is adopted: Review the “Touch Sensitivity” instructions with the adopter which can be
found in the Reproducible Forms and Templates section. Remember to follow up with the adopter at three
days, three weeks and three months post-adoption.
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